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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  
 

[Posted: October 7, 2021—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning.  In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 is up 1.5% from its prior close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed up 2.6%.  Chinese markets are closed for the week to celebrate China National Day.  U.S. 

equity index futures are signaling a higher open.   
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

• Weekly Geopolitical Report (10/4/2021): “Afghanistan, Part IV: China” 

• Weekly Energy Update (10/7/2021):  Oil inventories rose last week as the energy 

industry recovers from Hurricane Ida; Vladimir Putin offers to resolve Europe’s 

natural gas crisis.   

• Asset Allocation Q3 2021 Rebalance Presentation (8/26/2021): A video discussion of our 

asset allocation process, portfolio changes in Q3, and the macro environment 

• Asset Allocation Weekly (10/1/2021) (with associated podcast): we discuss the monthly 

inflation numbers and what they can tell us about the strength and staying power of 

inflation  

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (7/7/2021): “The Geopolitics of Taiwan and the Issue of 

Globalization” 

 

Good morning.  U.S. equity futures are up this morning.  A potential deal on the debt ceiling and 

relief on oil and gas prices have improved sentiment.  Our coverage begins with an examination 

of these two factors.  Up next is crypto news and an update on China, followed by the 

international roundup.  We close with economics and policy and the pandemic update. 

 

What’s behind the rally?  Two developments seem to be lifting equity sentiment this morning.   

• The potential resolution of the debt ceiling.  We will admit to being a little jaded about 

this issue, mostly because we have seen all this before.  Was there a chance of default?  

Yes, but the odds were very small.  The debt ceiling is really a convenience for Congress.  

Prior to 1917, Congress would assign a revenue source for each bill.  If a bill required 

funding, it was either assigned a tax revenue stream or borrowing was authorized.  When 

war spending ramped up during WWI, this arrangement became unwieldy, so Congress 

mandated a debt level and allowed the Treasury to manage the spending, using either tax 

revenue or borrowing.  The debt ceiling, then, is simply the accommodation for spending 
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that has already occurred.  Although Congress likely never intended this convenience 

measure to turn into a political football, it has become one.   

o So, what about default?  There are a couple of schools of thought about the debt 

ceiling issue.  The first is that the Constitution (14th Amendment) says U.S. 

Treasury debt will not be questioned.  One school of thought suggests the 

president facing the debt ceiling issue should simply ignore it and order the 

Treasury to continue issuing debt.  It would be a risky strategy, although some 

legal scholars suggest that the argument for ignoring the ceiling is pretty strong.  

Essentially, the point is that the Constitution overrules Congressional rules.  The 

worry is that the fate of the world’s reserve asset could be in the hands of a judge. 

o The other popular idea is that instead of risking a Constitutional crisis, the 

Treasury, through its power to mint currency, should simply strike a large 

denomination coin, let’s say, $1.0 trillion, take the coin, walk it to the Eccles 

Building, and present it to the Fed for deposit in the Treasury’s account.  How can 

they do this?  The Treasury has the power to mint money, and this act is within 

that power.  Is this a gimmick?  Yep.  But if used, it reveals that Modern 

Monetary Theory is the correct way of looking at money; the government 

effectively creates money out of thin air and funds anything it so desires.  The fear 

of saying this out loud is that the temptation to oversupply fiat currency will be 

really hard to contain.  After all, why stop at a trillion? 

o Instead of testing a Constitutional theory or revealing that money is a pure 

construct, we engage in political Kabuki theater.  Both political parties use it to 

score points but really don’t want to “die on this hill.”  There is some evidence 

that the Democratic leadership was going to use the debt ceiling issue to further 

erode the filibuster, something the minority doesn’t want to see occur.  So, Sen. 

McConnell (R-KY) made an offer that we expect the Democratic leadership to 

accept.   

o In conclusion, there was never going to be a default.  The Democrats didn’t want 

the GOP to use the debt ceiling against them in the 2022 midterms.  They wanted 

the GOP to join them in lifting the ceiling.  The GOP correctly noted they could 

use budget reconciliation to raise the ceiling without GOP votes; that wasn’t 

acceptable to the Democrats.  In the end, it appears the ceiling agreement will 

pass because the GOP has agreed not to filibuster the ceiling increase.  However, 

it will probably be raised with Democratic votes alone.  The GOP gets its talking 

points (which, BTW, we expect that GOP won’t need the help next November; it 

should retake control of Congress with little effort), and the Democrats don’t have 

to use reconciliation.   

• Aid on energy.  So as not to bury the lede, Russian President Putin seemed to signal that 

Russia would lift oil and gas supplies to ease the current crisis.  Now, on to the backstory.  

Globally, energy prices across the board—oil, natural gas, coal—have been on a tear.  

Governments are facing a real crisis on energy costs, even before winter sets in.  Any 

politician knows that higher energy costs are a major negative factor.  No one likes 
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paying high prices for gasoline or having to decide how much cold one can stand in the 

winter.  How did we get here?  Like any major trend, a combination of factors is in play.  

Here are the biggest ones: 

o ESG has played a major role.  Investing in hydrocarbon production has become, 

well, something that righteous people don’t do.  Energy firms have seen their 

ability to source capital constrained.  Perhaps even more important, energy 

producers are being sent clear signals that the balance of policy will be designed 

to reduce demand for their products.  Faced with a bleak future, they have reacted 

as any declining business would; they have reduced investment. 

 
    (Source:  FT, S&P) 

This chart shows the capital expenditures of public energy firms.  Since 2014, there 

has been a clear reduction in investment.  For energy firms, the fear is stranded 

assets.  If a future investment could decline to zero value in a few years, there is little 

sense in making that investment.  And, since hydrocarbons are a depleting energy 

source, slowing investment means less supply.  Higher prices should not be a shock 

to anyone.  If the goal is to reduce hydrocarbon consumption, the increase in price 

aids in that goal.  In fact, it could be argued that ESG has effectively created a carbon 

tax, but the revenue from the tax is going to energy companies instead of 

governments.  The problem for politicians is that higher prices are unpopular.  Even 

with changes in governments, we suspect this trend is in place. 

o The logical behavior of energy firms facing these constraints is to maximize revenue 

in the short run.  Thus, OPEC’s recent decision to not increase production is part of 

that process. 

o So why is Putin suddenly coming to the rescue?  Yesterday, the Russian president 

offered to address the jump in prices.  It looks to us that this is a rather transparent 

ploy to open Nord Stream 2, which will isolate Eastern Europe and further increase 

EU dependence on Russian gas.  However, there may be other concerns.  The U.S. 

government should be making the same calculations on the future of oil regarding the 

Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR).  If the value of oil is going to zero at some point 

http://www.dieterhelm.co.uk/energy/energy/the-gas-and-electricity-crisis-causes-and-consequences/
http://www.dieterhelm.co.uk/energy/energy/the-gas-and-electricity-crisis-causes-and-consequences/
http://www.dieterhelm.co.uk/energy/energy/the-gas-and-electricity-crisis-causes-and-consequences/
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in the future, it should sell off this asset while it has value.  Putin realizes that his 

OPEC+ could be competing with the Department of Energy at some point and would 

likely prefer to stabilize oil prices to prevent aggressive selling of SPR oil to lower 

prices.   

Crypto:  The SEC wrangles with Congress and the DOJ sets up a task force. 

• SEC head Gary Gensler is an aggressive regulator.  Given the slow progress in filling 

positions in the Biden administration, he has moved to expand the purview of this 

department into areas that perhaps are better regulated by the CFTC or other bodies.  

Congress is starting to push back.  We don’t think this will reduce the drive to regulate 

crypto (stablecoins are a real risk), but arguably, the SEC isn’t the best venue for all that 

is being done.   

• Criminals love crypto; ransomware and other activities are often done in bitcoin, taking 

advantage of the products’ pseudo-anonymity and ease of transfer.  The DOJ is creating a 

team to push back against the use of the product in illicit activity.   

• Bonds are being issued denominated in cryptocurrencies.  So far, the market reaction has 

been rather poor. 

China news:  Xi and Biden to talk, and trade relations remain tense. 

• Presidents Biden and Xi will hold a virtual summit this year.  The U.S. has been pressing 

for talks, but China has been reluctant to accept a meeting.  Although talking is usually a 

positive sign, there is little evidence that U.S./China policy is going to improve markedly. 

• This week, USTR Tai gave a speech on China trade relations.  The clear takeaway is that 

the foreign policy establishment has concluded that China will never accept a U.S.-led 

global system. Thus, trade relations will remain transactional and difficult.  This trend to 

isolate and contain China is becoming ever clear and will have profound effects on 

markets in the coming years. 

• China’s dollar property bonds are getting hammered, sending yields to around 18%.  For 

comparison, CCC bonds are currently yielding 7.48%. 

International roundup: The German Greens/FDP have picked the SDP, and Putin faces a new 

internal threat.   

• Although the news wasn’t a complete surprise, the “kingmaker” coalition of the Greens 

and the FDP have selected the SDP to try to form a government.  It is still possible that 

these efforts fail, but we do expect they will form a government, ending CDU/CSU rule 

for now. 

• Russia has been plagued with slow growth and high levels of corruption during the Putin 

era.  Despite general unrest, Putin has managed to hold power without serious threat.  

Interestingly, there is a rising movement among the communists, of all places, to Putin’s 

hold on power.   

o In related news, NATO has expelled eight members of the Russian mission for 

spying.  Look for a similar retaliation in the near future.   

https://www.ft.com/content/42c9f6c3-ad59-42a3-b9c2-1d79850f96af?emailId=615e6aa77c8763000496013f&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/1c999f26-5fc9-4008-84bb-1f706c6251a7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-sets-up-national-cryptocurrency-enforcement-team-11633565435?st=yfreoushngrw632&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-sets-up-national-cryptocurrency-enforcement-team-11633565435?st=yfreoushngrw632&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bond-investors-arent-buying-crypto-craze-11633476648?st=o86ldxpp8vof4ck&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bond-investors-arent-buying-crypto-craze-11633476648?st=o86ldxpp8vof4ck&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/06/us/politics/biden-xi-jinping-china-summit.html?smid=url-share
https://www.ft.com/content/ebaf5da8-952f-4ef7-b976-f47e770cb810
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-trade-policy-adapts-to-a-china-that-will-never-change-11633532022?st=fzpcixj1om82xge&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-trade-policy-adapts-to-a-china-that-will-never-change-11633532022?st=fzpcixj1om82xge&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAMLH0A3HYCEY
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/german-greens-say-want-pursue-coalition-talks-with-spd-fdp-2021-10-06/
https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-election-2021-coalition-talks-greens-free-democrats-social-democrats/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=ba8c96b9cf-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_10_07_05_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-ba8c96b9cf-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-election-2021-coalition-talks-greens-free-democrats-social-democrats/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=ba8c96b9cf-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_10_07_05_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-ba8c96b9cf-190334489
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/russia-elections-communists-putin-kremlin/2021/10/05/b1f12acc-1c97-11ec-bea8-308ea134594f_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F34e73cd%2F615e6fe49d2fda9d4101be01%2F596b53f6ae7e8a44e7d597a3%2F58%2F74%2F615e6fe49d2fda9d4101be01
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• While the U.K. is facing a winter that some are comparing to the bleak period of the 

1970s (high inflation, widespread shortages), PM Johnson described a future Britain that 

will be much better.   

• Authorities in Austria raided the office of the chancellor on suspicion of illegal activity.   

• Taiwan is pushing back against U.S. demands for supply chain information.   

Economics and policy:  Powell looks safe, and there is new hope regarding malaria. 

• The GOP members of the Senate banking committee are warning President Biden against 

replacing Jerome Powell at the Fed.  This committee has been a brake on populism.  

Unorthodox candidates in the last administration generally failed to get out of this 

committee, and it seems the trend continues. 

• Even though the focus remains on COVID-19, for much of the world the real scourge is 

malaria, an old malady that has mostly defied a vaccine.  It appears that, at long last, one 

is on the horizon, which could be a huge plus for frontier markets.   

• As the Fed begins to prepare to taper, financial dealers warn there is a risk of market 

malfunction.  This is something we will be monitoring closely.   

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 236,612,988, with 4,830,359 fatalities.  In the 

U.S., there are 44,060,356 confirmed cases with 707,797 deaths.  For illustration purposes, the 

FT has created an interactive chart that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar 

scaling metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic tracker that looks across countries with 

high-frequency data on various factors.  The CDC reports that 480,427,985 doses of the vaccine 

have been distributed with 398,675,414 doses injected.  The number receiving at least one dose 

is 216,012,495, while the number receiving second doses, which would grant the highest level of 

immunity, is 186,385,751.  For the population older than 18, 67.5% have been vaccinated.  The 

FT has a page on global vaccine distribution.  The Axios map shows definitive improvement in 

the spread of the disease. 

• A recent study examines the issue of myocarditis (heart inflammation) in patients who 

received the mRNA vaccines.  The highest occurrence is in men aged 16 to 29 years, who 

had about 0.01% incidence.  Most cases were mild to moderate; those infected with 

COVID-19 tended to have a higher frequency.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

The Challenger jobs report for September showed intended job cuts fell 84.9% from the prior 

year.  The decline in job cuts highlights the need for firms to keep as much staff on their payrolls 

as possible, given the labor market tightness.   

 

Applications for unemployment benefits declined in the week ending October 2.  Initial claims 

came in at 326K compared to expectations of 348K.  The previous report was revised from 362K 

to 364K.  Continuing claims came in at 2,714K compared to expectations of 2,762K.  The prior 

report was revised from 2,802K to 2,811K. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/06/world/europe/boris-johnson-uk-conservatives.html?smid=url-share
https://www.politico.eu/article/kurz-austria-corruption-vienna/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=ba8c96b9cf-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_10_07_05_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-ba8c96b9cf-190334489
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4308520
https://www.axios.com/the-gops-fed-warning-76b005b7-1bca-4fcd-97af-0a7661e2ee10.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiossneakpeek&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/the-gops-fed-warning-76b005b7-1bca-4fcd-97af-0a7661e2ee10.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiossneakpeek&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/malaria-vaccine-africa-coronavirus-poverty-962c0bae-eb4a-4068-8241-3cc85b55f916.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosfutureofwork&stream=future
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/06/health/malaria-vaccine-who.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/06/health/malaria-vaccine-who.html?smid=url-share
https://www.ft.com/content/dc916fa5-6b7b-420b-9117-5123ef707356
https://www.ft.com/content/dc916fa5-6b7b-420b-9117-5123ef707356
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/10/06/world/covid-delta-variant-vaccine?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_mbe_20211007&instance_id=42230&nl=morning-briefing%3A-europe-edition&regi_id=5677267&segment_id=70878&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker/?areas=gbr&areas=isr&areas=usa&areas=eue&cumulative=1&populationAdjusted=1
https://www.axios.com/covid-cases-deaths-vaccines-winter-b096801c-4d02-4033-9e46-7597bce68b02.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2110737?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_mbe_20211007&instance_id=42230&nl=morning-briefing%3A-europe-edition&regi_id=5677267&segment_id=70878&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average of initial claims rising 3.5K, from 340.5K 

to 344.0K. 

 

The table below lists the economic releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Langer Consumer Comfort w/w 3-Oct 54.7 ***

15:00 Consumer Credit m/m Aug $17.500b $17.004b **

EST Speaker or event

11:45 Loretta Mester Takes Part in Panel on Inflation Dynamics President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland

Economic Releases

Fed Speakers or Events

District or position

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
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Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Foreign Reserves m/m Sep $3200.63b $3232.12b $3220.00b * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Tokyo Avg Office Vacancies m/m Sep 6.43 6.31 ** Equity and bond neutral

Leading Index CI m/m Aug 101.8 104.1 102 *** Equity and bond neutral

Coincident Index m/m Aug 91.5 94.4 91.5 *** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Germany Industrial Production SA m/m Aug -4.0% 1.0% -0.5% *** Equity and bond bearish

France Trade Balance m/m Aug -6669m -6957m ** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account Balance m/m Aug -1.3b -3.5b ** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Retail Sales m/m Aug 0.4% -0.4% 0.3% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

UK Output Per Hour y/y 2Q F 4.3% 3.1% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Unit Labor Costs y/y 2Q -3.8% 5.0% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Switzerland Unemployment Rate m/m Sep 2.6% 2.7% 2.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Currency Reserves m/m Sep 939.8b 929.3b * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Brazil FGV Inflation IGP-DI m/m Sep -0.6% -0.1% -0.6% *** Equity and bond neutral

Retail Sales y/y Aug -4.1% 5.7% 2.1% ** Equity and bond bearish

Vehicle Sales Anfavea m/m Sep 155075 172784 * Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Production Anfavea m/m Sep 173287 164027 * Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Exports Anfavea m/m Sep 2363900.0% 2944300.0% * Equity and bond neutral

Mexico Gross Fixed Investment m/m Jul 15.7% 17.1% 15.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Exports m/m Sep 19529400.0% 21268700.0% * Equity and bond neutral

 Vehicle Production m/m Sep 208092 237040 * Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 12 13 -1 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 3 4 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 9 8 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Down

10-yr T-note (%) 1.52 1.52 0.00 Down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -55 -55 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 18 17 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Flat Down

euro Flat Up

yen Down Neutral

pound Flat Neutral

franc Flat Neutral

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

RBI Repurchase Rate 4.000% 4.000% On forecast

RBI Reverse Repo Rate 3.350% 3.350% On forecast

RBI Cash Reserve Ratio 4.000% 4.000% On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $80.26 $81.08 -1.01% Bearish IEA report

WTI $76.25 $77.43 -1.52%  

Natural Gas $5.52 $5.68 -2.82%  

Crack Spread $21.66 $21.62 0.18%

12-mo strip crack $22.34 $22.23 0.48%

Ethanol rack $2.52 $2.53 -0.12%

Gold $1,760.14 $1,762.74 -0.15%

Silver $22.66 $22.63 0.16%

Copper contract $418.10 $414.75 0.81%

Corn contract $534.25 $532.25 0.38%

Wheat contract $748.00 $746.00 0.27%

Soybeans contract $1,244.75 $1,242.00 0.22%

Baltic Dry Freight 5,647            5,409            238

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 2.3 0.7 1.6

Gasoline (mb) 3.3 0.4 2.9

Distillates (mb) -0.4 0.8 -1.2

Refinery run rates (%) 1.50% 0.35% 1.15%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 day and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures 

throughout the Northern Great Plains, the Great Lakes, and the Northeast, with cooler-than-

normal temperatures throughout the Far West.  The forecast calls for dry conditions in the 

Southwest and New England regions, with wet conditions in the Far West and the Great Plains. 

There is a tropical disturbance developing over the northwestern Bahamas.  However, the 

disturbance is not expected to develop into a tropical storm within the next 48 hours.  We are 

past the normal peak of hurricane activity, which occurred on September 10. 
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 10/6/2021 close) 
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Utilities

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 10/6/2021 close) 

 

-10.0% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0%

US Government Bond

Emerging Markets ($)

Emerging Markets (local currency)

US Corporate Bond

Cash

US High Yield

Foreign Developed ($)

Small Cap

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Mid Cap

Value

Large Cap

Growth

Real Estate

Commodities

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

September 30, 2021 
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P/E as of 10/06/2021 = 21.7x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 21.7x, down 2.0x from last week.  The drop in the 

multiple reflects the shift to Q4, which has higher earnings in the calculation.   

 
 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q1 and Q2) and two estimates (Q3 and Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


